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Traditionally, interactive natural language systems assume a semantic model in which the entities
referred to are in some abstract representation of a real or imagined world. In a system where graphical
objects such as diagrams may be on the screen during the language interaction, there is possibility that
the user may want to allude to these visual entities. Since graphical objects have their own properties
(colour, shape, position on the screen, etc.) but may also represent items in a knowledge base which have
other associated properties (price, geographical location, technical specifications, etc.), some systematic
way is needed to enable such objects to be referred to in terms of either their screen properties or their
associated attributes from the domain under discussion. In this paper, we present a formalisation for
these arrangements, and show how our logical definitions can be used to generate constraints suitable
for reference resolution within a natural language interpreter.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For many years, the typical natural language (NL) query inter-
face would assume a simple environment in which a symbolic rep-
resentation of information about some domain (i.e., a knowledge
base) was the sole source of responses to questions, and was the
only place in which referents might be sought for phrases (for
overviews of conventional NL query systems, see [41,12,5,4]). In
more recent years, attention has been paid to more complex sys-
tems, in which graphical displays are integrated into the system
handling the queries (see Section 3 below). Such an arrangement
raises interesting questions about the semantic model underlying
the interpretation of NL queries, since words and phrases may refer
to knowledge base entities directly (as in traditional systems) or
may denote graphical objects visually accessible on the screen. A
query may even contain a mixture of these two broad classes of
reference. To complicate matters further, the screen entities (icons,
etc.) may be in a denotational relationship to the symbolic entries
in the database, so that a user wishing to allude to a database ob-
ject may have two routes for achieving this: a phrase which di-
rectly mentions the properties of the object as recorded in the
database, or a phrase which uses the visual properties of the corre-
sponding icon in order to single out (indirectly) the database
object.
ll rights reserved.
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We focus on this basic situation: a database (or knowledge
base) is queried in English where there may be images (icons) on
the screen corresponding to database objects. We consider how
simple referring noun phrases could be interpreted when there
may be ambiguity about whether screen or database objects (or
properties) are being referred to, or when a single phrase may con-
tain a mixture of screen and database information.

In the remainder of the paper, we will first explain this scenario in
more detail and propose our approach for handling it (Section 2). We
then outline briefly some of the related work in this area (Section 3).
After that, we will present our language-interpretation framework
(Section 4), discuss our formalisation in general set-theoretic terms
(Section 5) and in terms of constraint-resolution (Section 7), includ-
ing a simple worked example (Section 9). In Section 10, we consider
limitations and possible developments of the work.
2. Motivation

2.1. Example scenarios

Graphical displays inherently have spatial relations, but the
applications that they represent may or may not. For simplicity,
we shall start by considering applications in which there is no real
spatial information in the subject matter (as opposed to the screen
display, which cannot avoid being spatial). We shall return to the
issue of domains with inherent spatial content later. The following
example is merely illustrative, but is closely based on the simple
scenarios which we have tested by implementation [22]. In consid-
ering this example, it should be borne in mind that we are not
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proposing it as a model of excellence in HCI, but rather as an arti-
ficial context for provoking the phenomena we are interested in
while remaining simple enough for clarity. We imagine these kinds
of phenomena as arising more plausibly in a system that would
more closely approximate human–human dialogue, including the
use of speech input. This would include cases where, for example,
the user can introduce graphical items and state new interpreta-
tions for them, as perhaps a sketch system embedded in a natural
language dialogue. A system supporting such discourse would,
however, raise many issues that would obscure our focus in this
paper. In a simple case such as we discuss here, one might well
in practice use direct manipulation and forego natural language
altogether; but our point is that even in such a simple case it is pos-
sible to exhibit the ambiguities we are interested in, notwithstand-
ing that it would be straightforward to avoid them.

Consider a system which allows the user to browse through a
database of used cars which are for sale, and which displays the
information about the available vehicles in a simple graphical form
(Fig. 1). Icons in the DISPLAY area represent individual cars, and
characteristics of these icons convey attributes of the corresponding
cars, as summarised in the table displayed in the KEY area. A user
who is browsing through the cars may use the POTENTIAL BUY area
to collect the icons of cars that s/he is interested in. During the inter-
action, the user can ask about the cars on the screen, or perform
screen actions (e.g., move, remove, add) on the icons of those cars.

We assume that the system maintains some form of table, re-
ferred to here as the mapping relation, which shows which database
entity corresponds to each of the icons on the screen, and we as-
sume that this is a one-to-one mapping from screen into domain
(i.e., every screen item has a unique corresponding domain entity,
but some domain entities may have no associated screen item).

The system does not impose any explicit limits on how these
commands or queries may be phrased, allowing the user some
freedom in the choice of NL expressions.

Let us consider a case where the user asks about one particular
car, as in Example (1), with graphical displays as in Fig. 1, where
the bottom-right icon is displayed in green, and where the data-
base contains no information about the colours of actual cars.
(1) User: What is the insurance group of the green car? (a)
Fig. 1. S
System: It is group 5
 (b)

User: Move it to the potential buy area
 (c)

System: The green car has been moved
 (d)
The adjective ‘‘green” in the phrase ‘‘the green car” indicates the
colour of the icon, not the colour of the car being represented. How-
ever, the head noun ‘‘car” refers to possible entities in the database
creen dis
(or, depending on one’s point of view, in the domain of discussion).
So too does the entire NP ‘‘the green car”, since cars have insurance
groups, but icons do not. Hence when computationally calculating
the potential candidate entities for the reference of ‘‘the green car”,
we cannot simply consider only the entities of type ‘‘car” which
have the property ‘‘green”.

Suppose the user now makes the request indicated as (c), and
gets the response from the system shown as (d). Here, the object
being moved is clearly an icon – no cars are being driven through
the streets. Nevertheless, the user uses ‘‘it” to refer to the icon, pre-
sumably referring anaphorically to the earlier phrase ‘‘the green
car” which, as argued already, denotes not an icon but a car. More-
over, the system’s response uses the phrase ‘‘the green car” to refer
to the moved object, i.e., an icon.

Underlying the above comments is one of our central assump-
tions, namely that it makes sense to talk about an intended referent
for a noun phrase in a particular context of use. This is the object
which the phrase can be seen to denote when all possible linguistic
and contextual information (including the requirements of actions)
has been taken into account. (The term has been used in an analo-
gous manner with respect to the generation of referring expres-
sions [24]). In discussing our illustrative examples, we shall rely
on intuition about the meanings of the sample sentences to decide
the intended referents, always adopting the assumption that refer-
ents must meet all internal semantic constraints of the dialogues.
One way of looking at our proposed framework is to say that the
information which contributes to singling out an intended referent
may not be straightforward, particularly if a phrase is viewed in
isolation (e.g., during the reference resolution process), and we
must devise a way of overcoming this.

We can imagine a more convoluted case than that above, where
the system has been set up so that the user may ask about the col-
our of a car, while colour is still being used in the icons to code
non-colour information about the cars (e.g., year of manufacture,
as in the above example). It has to be admitted that this would
not be a well-designed representation, but it serves here to illus-
trate a logical possibility (Ben Amara et al. [6] discuss such an
arrangement). In this situation, a phrase such as ‘‘the green car”
might well-denote a car which is green in real life (but perhaps
with a blue icon) under one context, and represent another car
which is represented by a green icon (but is not actually green) un-
der another context. Therefore, it causes ambiguity between refer-
ents during the resolution process.

We shall use the term source to refer to the two possible contexts
for interpretation: the screen (visual display) or the domain (the rep-
resented subject matter); that is, the system has to interpret linguis-
tic elements relative to one or other of these sources. We shall refer
plays for (1).
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to predicates or constants which belong to the domain as domain
predicates/constants, and those which are associated with screen
properties as screen predicates/constants. Where there is doubt about
the source relative to which a word, phrase or sentence should be
interpreted, we shall refer to this as source ambiguity.

Even where all the substantive terms in a phrase are derived from
the same source, the phrase may refer to an entity in the other
source. Consider the phrase ‘‘the expensive car”. This, in the conven-
tional account, has descriptive content based on the domain predi-
cates expensive and car, and hence would conventionally denote a
domain entity with these properties: something that is a car and is
expensive. The phrase would indeed refer to such an entity in the
sentence ‘‘buy the expensive car”. However, it has a different refer-
ence in the sentence ‘‘move the expensive car to the top of the screen”.
In order that the screen operation move can make sense, the phrase
must have as its intended referent the screen entity – the icon – that
corresponds to the expensive car in the domain.

Even with a single utterance, these dual possibilities may arise.
Consider the example ‘‘move the expensive car to the top of the
screen, and place an order for it”. The natural interpretation of the
pronoun ‘‘it” allocates ‘‘the expensive car” as its antecedent. How-
ever, the referent of the pronoun ‘‘it” must, to make sense in ‘‘place
an order for it” be a car, not an icon, while the referent of ‘‘the
expensive car” must, for compatibility with ‘‘move”, be a screen ob-
ject. The two referents are linked by the mapping relation, but this
is not the standard notion of coreference. We shall refer to such
arrangements, where anaphor and antecedent denote entities
linked by the mapping relation, as quasi-coreference.

The possibilities for source ambiguity in individual words may
combine to create even more possible options. Sentence (a) in
Example (2) is a relatively simple query. In a situation with source
ambiguities for ‘‘blue” and ‘‘small” (but with ‘‘car” unambiguously a
domain expression), its meaning could in theory be synonymous
with any one of the four sentences (b) to (e) (where the subscripts
attached to the words ‘‘blue”, ‘‘car” and ‘‘small” indicate the source
– screen or domain – in which the word is interpreted).1

(2) User: Is the blue car small? (a)
1 We
grounds
as logica
acknowledge that some combinations could be ruled out on pragm
– is the user likely to ask about the size of a screen icon? – but they do e
l possibilities.
User: Is the blued card smalld ?
 (b)

User: Is the blued card smalls ?
 (c)

User: Is the blues card smalls ?
 (d)

User: Is the blues card smalld ?
 (e)
If the domain in question has a valid notion of space (unlike the
car-selling domain discussed above), there is even more scope for
source ambiguity. Expressions such as ‘‘above”, ‘‘next to”, ‘‘to the
right of” could refer to relationships on the screen or in the domain.
For example, imagine a system which allowed the user to plan the
layout of a room by viewing and altering a visual display of the po-
sition of items. If the display was a plan view, ‘‘above” on the screen
might mean ‘‘to the right of” in the actual room (cf. [7]).

To summarise, there are various interesting phenomena illus-
trated by examples like those discussed above:

(i) Predicates (such as the meaning of ‘‘green”) may refer to
visual screen properties, or to properties of objects in the
database denoted by the screen objects.

(ii) Phrases (such as ‘‘the green car”) may in certain situations
contain both words referring to screen properties/items
and words referring to properties/items in the domain under
discussion, thus not uniformly describing any entity in
either source.
atic
xist
(iii) A phrase which directly describes an entity in one source may,
in context, denote the corresponding entity in the other source.

(iv) A pronoun may refer back to an antecedent which strictly
does not denote the object that the pronoun refers to,
although the two referents may be systematically related.

(v) There may even be uncertainty as to whether a particular
word or phrase is to be interpreted with respect to screen
information or domain information.

We do not claim that source ambiguities would always be there
when the utterances as a whole is considered in context. In fact, we
believe that source ambiguities can be resolved with the help of
context. However, as with most reference ambiguities, a program
trying to compute referents in a near-compositional fashion (i.e.,
figuring out the meaning from the words expressed in the text)
might encounter source ambiguities before the whole meaning of
the utterance is clarified. This is why we are working on a compu-
tational mechanism to resolve them.

2.2. Limitations of previous representations of ambiguities

Previous approaches to semantic ambiguity assume that the var-
ious possible meanings are all within the domain, and hence a choice
can sometimes be made on the basis of domain information. This ap-
proach is neatly typified by van Deemter who presents a formalisa-
tion in which a word may be associated with several different logical
expressions, with the correct expression being selectable on the ba-
sis of the sort (or type) of the variable(s) involved [48]. For example,
an ambiguous word American might map to one of the following
unambiguous expressions (notation from van Deemter):

American1: kx:Country(DeparturePlace(x)) = USA(for a flight)
American2: kx:Country(Manufacture(x)) = USA(for an aircraft)
American3: kx:Country(PlaceOfBirth(x)) = USA(for a person)

Disambiguation then results from the sort of the value of x:
flight, aircraft, or person.

This approach is not general enough for our two-source situation.
First, as stated in Section 1, the typical NL query interface contains
only a symbolic representation (constants and predicates) from
the application domain. No information about the screen is included.
It is not difficult to systematically augment such domain information
with screen objects and predicates (indeed, that forms part of our
own solution), and this might allow a disambiguation approach like
van Deemter’s. However, this would not handle the ‘‘mixed” phrases,
where some predicates within the NP contain domain information
and others embody screen information. More importantly, we need
not only a method of disambiguation, but a method of determining a
referent set for an NP. Given the types of example we have outlined
above, there needs to be some method for reference resolution
which takes account of the two-source subtleties.

2.3. Our approach

Our goal is to translate combinations of locally ambiguous
expressions into unambiguous representations so that the lan-
guage interpreter can identify the right referents for input phrases.
We tackle this by representing source information explicitly (so
that it can be manipulated, and even reasoned about), and by par-
titioning the set of abstract entities (predicates and values to which
they might apply) into two disjoint classes: domain entities and
screen entities.

Using this, we define some declarative relations between pred-
icates and their potential referents (Section 5), thereby specifying
the set of candidate referents for an NP where there might be
two sources involved. We also show how these definitions allow
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a systematic expression of these relationships as constraints (Sec-
tion 7), so that processing of reference information can proceed in a
general manner.

Although, we implemented our ideas within a prototype NL
query system called IMIG [22], the details of that environment
are not of interest here. The central idea is a formal mechanism
for mapping an NP to a set of candidate referents; other issues of
parsing, dialogue, integrating pointing actions, generating answers,
etc., are outside the scope of the current article. All that we need to
assume here is an environment which supplies certain information
(see Section 4 for a summary of the knowledge bases needed).

To keep the problem to a manageable level, we concentrated on
English language phenomena involving singular NPs. As is often
the case in computational work on reference resolution (e.g.,
[52,36]) or on the generation of referring expressions (e.g.,
[13,24]), we have considered only NPs where the various modifiers
represent a conjunction of properties which the referent(s) must
meet, without allowing for relative properties (e.g., ‘‘small ele-
phant” vs. ‘‘large flea”) or predicates which are not properties of
the referent (e.g., ‘‘fake gun”). In order to concentrate on the refer-
ential issues, we have not gone into any depth on other aspects of
sentence interpretation. Our test implementation processes whole
sentences, but the mechanisms are conventional and not of inter-
est here.
3. Related work

3.1. General metonymy

The type of indirect reference which we are examining here is
a particular kind of metonymy, in the traditional sense: ‘some-
thing associated with an idea is made to serve for the expression
of that idea’ [43]. Such phenomena have been discussed by Nun-
berg [39], considering examples such as naming an author to re-
fer to their books (‘‘Plato is on the top shelf”), mentioning a
publication in place of the publisher (‘‘The newspaper fired John”),
using the name of a bird/animal for its flesh (‘‘We ate chicken in
bean sauce”) or a having a restaurant dish denote the customer
ordering it (‘‘The ham sandwich is sitting at table 20”). Nunberg
argues that such usages are best captured by positing a prag-
matic referring function which relates the explicitly mentioned
item to the one actually intended. He then discusses some of
the ways in which referring functions can be used, and the fac-
tors that allow language users to determine the appropriate
referring function. He also notes the phenomenon which we
have called quasi-coreference. Fauconnier [14] takes up Nun-
berg’s ideas and summarises the central point thus:

Identification principle: If two objects (in the most general
sense), a and b, are linked by a pragmatic function F (i.e.,
b = F(a)), a description of a, da, may be used to identify its coun-
terpart b.

We have not attempted to formalise the full range of effects
which Nunberg and Fauconnier discuss. The main obstacle to a
computational implementation which can handle general met-
onymic references is that detection and use of the pragmatic
(referring) function may be difficult. This is because, as Koch [29]
points out, metonymy has many types, and their interpretation de-
pends on various information including speech rules, language
rules, discourse rules, and even trade knowledge. Our analysis,
and our small prototype implementation, are based on a particular
situation where that function (our ‘‘mapping relation”) is well-de-
fined, and indeed directly provided by the multimedia setup. It is
to be hoped that our methods may be generalised in some way
to handle more complex and subtle forms of metonymy.
3.2. Intelligent multimodal studies

Intelligent multimodal systems have been studied since the
1980’s. Some important research topics include theoretic and
empirical studies of multimodal integration [11,2,40], multimodal
reference resolution models [27,25,26,42,28,10], interactive multi-
modal systems [37,38,1], and multimodal reference in NL genera-
tion [3,35]. However, none of these projects explores the
phenomena we are considering. For example, although researchers
like Johnston and Pineda have developed methods that are capable
of handling multimodal reference [27,25,26,42], none of them con-
sidered source ambiguities. We suggest that the key to handling
source ambiguity problems is viewing the on-screen icons as dif-
ferent from, but related to, their corresponding domain entities.
Without this, a model cannot resolve expressions involving source
ambiguities. However, we acknowledge that the source ambiguity
issues have been touched upon briefly by Ben Amara et al. [6], Bi-
not et al. [7], and Chai [9], although none of them give a name to
the ambiguities.

Ben Amara et al. [6] discuss natural language expressions using
the graphical features of objects to refer to those objects. Their sce-
narios involve querying and displaying a local area network. One of
their examples relates to source ambiguities – the user may enter
one of the following sentences to remove a workstation shown as a
purple icon:

(i) ‘‘remove the stellar workstation”
(ii) ‘‘remove the purple workstation”

(iii) ‘‘remove the purple icon”.

They suggest that the second command is ambiguous because it
is not clear whether it is the workstation in the application domain
or the icon of the workstation that is purple.

The MMI2 system is a toolkit connected to a knowledge base
system [7]. It supports various forms of input from natural lan-
guage, command language, graphical display, direct manipulation
and gesture. The system has different modules to handle input
from different modals, and then combines the processed inputs
into a logical expression scheme developed for the task.

Binot et al. [7] enumerate some examples of natural language
references using graphical spatial relations in an application do-
main that is the same as that of Ben Amara et al. Two such exam-
ples are ‘‘add a PC to its left” and ‘‘remove the left workstation”. They
suggest that the spatial relations in both cases are ambiguous as to
whether the relations are in the domain or in the graphical repre-
sentation. They do mention the possibility that the referent of a
phrase might be a graphical icon, but acknowledge that they do
not have a solution to, in our terminology, source ambiguity.

Chai [9] presents a semantic-based multimodal interpretation
framework called MIND (Multimodal Interpretation for Natural
Dialog). The framework combines semantic meanings of unimodal
inputs, and forms an overall understanding of users multimodal in-
puts. The interpretation of the inputs integrates contextual infor-
mation from domain, temporal and anaphoric aspects of the
conversations, and visual and spatial aspects of the screen display.
In this framework, the visual properties of certain entities (e.g., col-
our, highlight) can be used in the referring expressions. For exam-
ple, when the system highlights two houses with colours, the users
may use phrase ‘‘the green one” to refer to one of them. Chai states
that the colour ‘‘green” has to be ‘‘further mapped to the internal
color encoding used by graphics generation” in order to resolve
the reference. However, she does not go further to examine the po-
tential ambiguities and resolution mechanism if the colour ‘‘green”
exists in both the domain and the visual display.

Binot et al. [7] briefly suggest that the ambiguities can be re-
solved by using the context of the utterance, or by asking the user
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to disambiguate explicitly. In addition, the resolution process must
have access to a representation of the spatial geometry of the do-
main. However, they do not explore the question of source ambi-
guity in depth, nor provide any systematic way to model and
resolve the problems.

4. Meaning representation with source annotation

We have adopted a fairly conventional meaning representation
language (MRL), with some extensions to allow for explicit pro-
cessing of source information (and hence source ambiguity). Our
MRL is closely based on the procedural semantics stated in [53–
55] (or, more accurately, the reconstruction of Woods’ ideas in
[15,16]). That is, it uses logic-like constructs but is ultimately de-
fined in terms of procedural operations upon the stored data, treat-
ing the knowledge base (for a particular domain) as providing a
fairly conventional collection of objects and relations, much as in
the standard Tarski semantics for first-order logic (although the
language itself is not first-order). What is novel about our language
is that it provides mechanisms for source information (in our
sense) to be explicitly marked on predicates and constants, and
for this information to be left unspecified where there is source
ambiguity. That is, each predicate and constant symbol has a sub-
script which can be d, s or is omitted where the source is
‘unspecified’.

As well as constants and variables, we also allow (as a term in
an expression) the special function CWðYÞ, which maps an item Y
to its corresponding entity under the mapping relation (its sub-
script W indicates the source of the argument it requires, not the
source of its result). This CWðYÞ is a particular instance of the prag-
matic referring functions presented by Nunberg and Fauconnier
(Section 3.1 above).

Predicates or arguments with different sources cannot be
mixed: a screen-predicate cannot be applied to a domain-constant.
Although there may be a screen-predicate greens, and a domain-
predicate greend, and these may both (intuitively speaking) be rep-
resenting the colour green, they are different predicates in our
framework.

The exact notation used for the MRL is not central to our discus-
sion here. A knowledge representation scheme from a different tra-
dition (e.g., semantic nets, deductive databases) might well be
equally effective. The central points are that source information
must be represented explicitly, that under-specification (ambigu-
ity) of source must be possible, and that there is some notion of
terms having referents. Although our MRL does have quantifier
facilities, we shall not discuss issues involving quantifiers and their
scoping.

In the course of the various semantic processing, we assume the
presence of the following knowledge sources (an example of these
knowledge bases is in Fig. 2 below):
Fig. 2. Relevant content
General model. This stores general knowledge that is indepen-
dent of any particular domain.

World model. This stores specific facts about items in the
domain.

Display Model. This contains information about what is cur-
rently on the screen.

Context model. This acts as a basic discourse memory, so that re-
cently mentioned entities can be referred back to (cf. [47,46,50]).

Mapping model. This is the table, mentioned earlier, which asso-
ciates each icon with exactly one database (domain) entity.

As Ben Amara et al. [6] note, to handle source ambiguities the
graphical attributes on the screen should be available to referent
resolution, just as those in the domain knowledge base are. The
Display Model ensures that there is information about all the enti-
ties/attributes/relations in the visual display.

5. The source disambiguation problem

5.1. Sense and reference

Although source ambiguity can occur in various lexical catego-
ries (e.g., adjectives such as ‘‘green”, verbs such as ‘‘move”), we have
focussed our attention on its effect on, and interplay with, the res-
olution of references, conveyed by noun phrases.

Very broadly, the problem of reference resolution in the type of
system we are considering (computer programs for interpreting
natural language with respect to a finite knowledge base) can be
viewed as follows: for each referring noun phrase, the system must
compute a set of knowledge base identifiers, the referents of that
phrase. This perspective goes back at least as far as Woods [53]
and Winograd [52]. For a singular noun phrase, this set would be
a singleton.

In order to organise this mapping from language to sets of iden-
tifiers, it is customary to interpose intermediate stages of represen-
tation, with a corresponding decomposition of the processing into
stages. After some form of syntactic processing, there is normally
some symbolic representation of the ‘‘meaning” of the phrase. Usu-
ally, this semantic structure fulfils a descriptive role, and the refer-
ent(s) are exactly those knowledge base items which meet the
description [30]. For example, a phrase such as ‘‘the green car”
would, traditionally, have a semantic structure which specifies that
the referent should be of type car and should have the property
green. This arrangement can be seen as a computational version
of the traditional philosophical distinction between sense (a
descriptive unit) and reference (the actual item denoted) [17]. Phi-
losophers have tended to treat the reference of a phrase as being an
object in the real world, but we, like most implementers of natural
language query systems, have to regard referents as belonging
within a symbolically represented world of knowledge-base
entities.
of knowledge bases.
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The overall computation of a referent can be viewed as depend-
ing on three sorts of information (see [45]) for a fuller discussion:

Descriptive information. This originates, as outlined above, in the
‘‘sense” or semantic structure of the phrase, and the referent must
conform to it.

Semantic compatibility. The enclosing linguistic unit may supply
further limits; for example, the referent of a noun phrase object
must meet any selection restrictions specified for the dominating
verb.

Miscellaneous inferrable constraints. These are derived from
other contextual information, including domain knowledge.

Any NL interpretation system which evaluates referents as-
sumes the first of these. It is also quite normal for a relatively
simple NL system to implement a simple form of semantic com-
patibility. Dealing with miscellaneous contextual information is
more complicated. Whatever arrangement is chosen, it is com-
monplace for the last two types of information (semantic compat-
ibility and domain inference) to be seen as narrowing down a
short-list of candidate referents, each of which already meets
the first criterion: being described by the sense of the phrase,
viewed in isolation. It is this which makes the phrases we have
been examining problematic. That first step, the defining of can-
didates based on descriptive information, is less straightforward
where source information (and source ambiguity) has to be
considered.

What we will do now is show how a systematic definition can
be given of available candidates for these multiple-source phrases,
thereby allowing conventional candidate-pruning methods to
proceed.

It is important to note that these are abstract set-theoretic
definitions of various semantic entities and relationships which
we are positing to capture the regularities cleanly; they are
not definitions of a computational sequence of stages whereby
referents are computed. The computation will be outlined later
(Section 7).

5.2. From descriptive content to intended referent

In the kind of system we are considering, where words may
correspond to different sources (domain or screen), the descrip-
tive content of a referring expression in a sentence may appear
to describe an entity in one source, but when considered in a lar-
ger context, e.g., with other components of the same sentence, it
may actually refer to the corresponding entity in the other source.
All this indicates that an extra level of representation (and pro-
cessing) may be needed. The new representation is more specific
than the descriptive content (sense), but is not necessarily the
ultimate referent object. We define a set of item(s) which are sys-
tematically related to the descriptive content (sense) of a phrase
(in the current context), taking into account the mapping relation.
This set then gives rise to a (very) shortlist of candidates which
includes the actual referent in context, the intended referent (cf.
[39]).

Although all these definitions would have to be generalised to
cover plural noun phrases, the concepts are made clearer by con-
sidering only singular noun phrases here.

The first building-block formalises the notion of ‘‘an entity and
possibly its counterpart under the mapping relation”:

Definition 1. A described entity pair DE is a set with one of the
following forms:

(i) a singleton set containing either a domain constant or a
screen constant;

(ii) a two-element set containing a domain constant and a
screen constant related by the mapping relation.
Here, we take ‘constant’ to be the class of entity which is a
potential symbolic referent. As stated in Section 2.3, we assume
that the semantic content of a singular, specific, referring noun
phrase can be stated as a collection (set) of predicates, which,
in the simpler cases, can be interpreted as a conjunction. We
also assume that there is a level of meaning representation at
which specific predicates (such as expensive, cheap) have
their meaning tied unambiguously to be either domain or screen
predicates (as in our MRL). For example, the meaning of a phrase
such as ‘‘the cheap car” can be approximated by a conjunction of
the properties cheap and car, with both these being domain
properties.

However, there could be phrases like ‘‘the green car” with
‘‘green” denoting a screen attribute instead. This makes the two
predicates ‘‘green” and ‘‘car” coexist in a conjunction but one de-
scribes the screen icon and the other denotes the domain object.
It is for these type of phrases we include the second clause in the
definition of described entity pair, and it is this complex relation-
ship that leads to the following definition:

Definition 2. The semantic content DC of a noun phrase descrip-
tively covers a described entity pair DE iff

(i) every predicate in DC is true of at least one element in DE,
with source taken into account (i.e., domain-predicates can
be true only of domain-constants, and screen-predicates
can be true only of screen-constants); and

(ii) for every element in DE, there is a predicate in DC which is
true of the element, with source taken into account.

The second clause is to ensure that there are no extraneous ele-
ments in the described entity pair-simply enforcing the first clause
would allow a collection of predicates to ‘‘descriptively cover” any
set whatsoever as long as there was a subset of it which the pred-
icates all described.

We can now put in place the additional level of representation
(between semantic structure and referent) that we mentioned
earlier.

Definition 3. A described entity pair assignment DEA is a
mapping which allocates to each noun phrase NP a described
entity pair DE such that the semantic content of NP descriptively
covers DE.

For example, suppose that car2 is a domain constant that is
classified (in the domain KB) as a card, icon3 is a constant on
the screen with greens screen colour attribute, that car2 and
icon3 correspond via the mapping relation, that ‘‘green” is inter-
pretable only as a screen predicate, and ‘‘car” is interpretable only
as a domain predicate (i.e., these lexical items have no source
ambiguity in isolation). Then the semantic content of ‘‘the green
car” consists of two predicates greens and card, and a described
entity pair assignment is possible which allocates to this phrase
the described entity pair {icon3, car2}. Notice that this relation-
ship between phrases and entities is independent to the linguistic
context because it does not consider the surrounding sentence
structures (if any).

The use of an ‘assignment’ in Definition 3 is intended to
capture the notion of a ‘‘reading” or an ‘‘interpretation”, so that
we can discuss the phenomena we are interested in without
complications from other forms of ambiguity. These other fac-
tors may give rise to alternative described entity pair
assignments.

Definition 4. Given a described entity pair DE, the potential
referents of DE is the two-element set: DE [ {y j there is an x in DE
which is related to y by the mapping relation}.
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This is to capture the fact that a phrase like ‘‘the cheap car”
might be allocated a described entity pair containing only one (do-
main) constant but might (as in an earlier example) refer in context
to the (screen) entity which corresponds to that constant under the
mapping relation. That related constant would in such examples
not be part of the described entity pair, as it (being in the other
source) would not be described by the semantic content of the
noun phrase.

Table 1 shows some simple examples, where we assume that
the mapping relation links (car1, icon1) and (car2, icon3).

Definition 4 defines only the potential referents, because the ac-
tual choice of referent will depend upon various factors, such as the
surrounding linguistic context.

Definition 5. Given a described entity pair assignment DEA, an
intended referent assignment based on DEA is a mapping IRA
which allocates to each noun phrase NP an element of the potential
referents of DEA(NP).

An intended referent assignment IRA(NP) is the mapping which
finally allocates a referent to a noun phrase NP. Again, where there
is ambiguity, there might be more than one IRA for a given phrase.

These definitions allow phrases with different described entity
pairs to have the same potential referents, and thus their intended
referents could be the same, as for example, the phrases ‘‘the
cheapd card” and ‘‘the blues icons” in Table 1.

Definitions 1–5 provide a chain from the descriptive content of
a phrase to the intended referent of the phrase. That is, we have a
formally defined shortlist of candidate referents, while taking into
account the dimension of ‘‘source”: the candidate intended refer-
ents IR for a phrase N are exactly the potential referents of a de-
scribed entity pair DE which is descriptively covered by the
predicates in the semantic form of N.

There is actually more information extractable from the NP than
just a set of potential referents: there are also restrictions on these
referents, in terms of the predicates which must apply to them
(such as cheapd and blues), and what their sources might be. We
shall outline below (Section 7) how all this locally extractable
information can be very simply encoded as constraints, thereby
allowing these definitions to interact with more general contextual
or linguistic information in a process which results in the selection
of the intended referent from the potential referents (i.e., the role
of the IRA).

6. Anaphora

The phenomenon that we called (Section 2.1) quasi-coreference
(a pronoun being related to an antecedent with a different source),
is captured by the following two definitions.

Definition 6. Noun Phrases N1 and N2 are coreferential iff they
have the same intended referents.

Definition 7. Noun Phrases N1 and N2 are quasi-coreferential iff
their intended referents correspond under the mapping relation.

We have not specifically investigated anaphoric phenomena
within our framework, but we have ensured that those mecha-
nisms which we have developed do cater for the possibility of qua-
si-coreference.
Table 1
Representations for examples in the text

Phrase Semantic predicates DE Potential referents

‘‘the green car” {greens, card} {car2, icon3} {car2, icon3}
‘‘the cheap car” {cheapd, card} {car1} {car1, icon1}
‘‘the blue icon” {blues, icons} {icon1} {car1, icon1}
6.1. Syntax salience information

Pronoun resolution often makes use of syntactic regularities
(e.g., [31,23]) and salience factors (e.g., [47,46,8,32,19]). In certain
applications, it may be helpful to impose some form of compatibil-
ity between the semantic content of the anaphor and antecedent
phrases (e.g., [49]). All these are generally used to find candidate
antecedent phrases for an anaphor.

Our simplified way of finding candidate antecedents is to allow
referring expressions (including anaphors) take their referents
either from the Display Model (items on the screen) or the Context
model (items recently mentioned), or the counterparts (under the
mapping relation) of the items in these two models, but we have
not imposed any other salience or syntactic constraints on this pro-
cess (although such restrictions could be added). The inclusion of
counterparts allows quasi-coreference. (It might seem that this
prevents items not already on the screen ever being mentioned
in the dialogue, but we do allow quantified commands to extract
items from the knowledge base. For example, ‘‘Display all expensive
cars” is not treated as involving a referring expression, but would
cause the corresponding icons of certain domain entities displayed
on the screen, and hence in the Display Model.)

6.2. Referential inference

Some form of inference (perhaps limited) is sometimes used to
assess whether the interpretation in which the denotations of the
phrases are the same is plausible or even possible. This is typically
the ultimate arbiter for evaluating or eliminating possibilities.

Although we have not looked at real inference (beyond intra-
sentential semantic constraints), our constraint-extraction process
automatically allows quasi-coreference to occur; see Section 7.2
below.

There is no explicit linking of anaphor to antecedent phrase; the
linkage is only implicit, in that both phrases are assigned the same
(or corresponding) referents.
7. Formulation as a constraint problem

7.1. Constraint satisfaction and reference resolution

Constraint satisfaction, as a way of sifting through candidates
when there may be various requirements to be met, has a long his-
tory in artificial intelligence [51,34]. Its use for reference resolution
was first proposed by Mellish [36]; see also [20]. In a computer sys-
tem for understanding natural language within a small finite world
model (the situation we are considering), there is a limited set of
possible referents for any given referring phrase. However, there
may be interrelationships between these phrases (for example, if
they occur in the same sentence) which impose relationships be-
tween their possible referents. Hence the choice of referent for
each phrase cannot be made in isolation, but must take into ac-
count the choices being made for other related phrases. Constraint
satisfaction is a formal search procedure (or more accurately, a
family of search methods) designed for just this kind of situation.
It has the advantage of generality, so that inferred contextual infor-
mation can be handled by the same uniform process as semantic
compatibility restrictions.

A constraint problem consists of a number of variables, each
with an associated value-set to which its value must belong,2 and
a number of constraints between the variables.
2 Value-sets are usually called ‘‘domains”, but as we are already using the word
‘‘domain” for another technical concept, we have opted for this expression.
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In a situation where there is just one ‘‘source”, the candidate
set for each noun phrase could be straightforwardly narrowed
down to all the objects which were described by the meaning
of the noun phrase, in keeping with the Fregean tradition. This,
as argued above, has to be amended to cover the examples we
are concerned with, as this descriptive relationship does not al-
ways hold when there are separate sources. However, if we can
provide a suitably tractable definition of how to frame the con-
tent of an NP as restrictions on its referents, the constraint satis-
faction method will once again be applicable. We have laid the
basis for that in Section 5: our constraint satisfaction system re-
lies on our formal definitions in deciding the set of potential ref-
erents for each NP, and any inherent restrictions on those
objects.

7.2. Extracting the constraints

Once the semantic representation of an input sentence has been
constructed (in our MRL formalism), a process scans this formula
(and the lexicon) to determine which variables and constraints
should constitute the CSP. That is, it builds up (quite separately
from the semantic representation of the input text) a set of CSP
variables and a set of constraints (predicates) linking these vari-
ables. In our problem, there are just two types of CSP variables. A
variable ranging across entities (possible intended referents, for
example) has a value-set containing the entities in the Context
model and the Display model, together with any entities that cor-
respond to them through the mapping relation (see Section 6). A
variable ranging across sources has the value-set {screen,
domain}.

A noun phrase such as ‘‘the blue car” will, in its semantic rep-
resentation, involve two predicates, blued and card. In setting up
the CSP, the system creates one entity-variable for each predicate
in the phrase, and inserts a constraint that the predicate must be
true of that variable (more precisely, must apply to any binding
for that variable). In the worked example that we give in Section
9, these variables appear as DE11 and DE12, and the predicate
constraints as blue(DE11) and car(DE12). This ensures that, no
matter how many CSP variables are created in this way for a given
phrase, the set of entities that they are bound to will be ‘descrip-
tively covered’ by the semantic predicates, in the sense of Defini-
tion 2 earlier. (These variables will be referred to here as
‘‘described entity” variables, as this captures their function fairly
well.) Also inserted are variables for the sources of the entities,
and the appropriate have_source relations – see the worked exam-
ple for details.

The constraint-builder also inserts constraints between every
pair of variables in this set using the predicate related. This
(symmetric) predicate is true of two entities if either they are
the same entity or they correspond under the mapping relation
(in either direction). Stipulating that the entities bound to the
phrase’s variables meet this constraint, in all possible pairs, en-
sures that the set of entities bound to these variables forms a ‘de-
scribed entity pair’ in the sense of Definition 1 earlier. (Formally,
related is an equivalence relation whose equivalence sets are
the maximal described entity pairs possible under the current
mapping relation.)

The related predicate is used to constrain the possible in-
tended referents. For a referring noun phrase, a single variable is
set up for its intended referent, IR. A related constraint is estab-
lished between this IR variable and at least one of the described en-
tity variables. This means that the IR variable can be bound only to
an entity in the ‘potential referents’ (Definition 4). That is, the en-
tity for the IR variable is either in the described entity pair or cor-
responds under the mapping relation to an element of that
described entity pair.
Since the set of values allowed for entity variables is restricted
(as noted earlier) to entities in the Display Model and the Context
Model (and their counterparts under the mapping relation), the
flexibility of the related relation automatically allows quasi-
coreference as well as conventional coreference. Hence our formal
model (Section 5) is enforced indirectly via these instances of the
related constraint.

It is a crucial part of the constraint expressions for an input sen-
tence that the sources of each item are explicitly represented (with
constraints linking them to their items), so that constraints can be
stated on the sources, for example, that two sources must be the
same, or that a particular source must be screen.

There is a further small technical point which is necessary to
follow the example that we give in Section 9. It is central to our
way of expressing the various relations between referent variables
that the relation related is transitive. However, a basic con-
straint-solving algorithm of the type we have adopted does not
automatically compute transitive closures of relations. We have
therefore chosen to an algorithm for inserting all the related

links in initialising the constraints for the solver. In particular,
the link from an IR variable to the DE variables for that phrase need
(logically) be made only once, but the algorithm links the IR vari-
able to all the DE variables for that phrase.

8. Heuristics for source disambiguation

8.1. Constraints and preferences

When designing constraint-satisfaction methods, it is com-
monplace to have two sorts of rules for computing semantic
properties or relationships: constraints which eliminate candi-
dates, and preferences which express some form of ordering or
priority on possible solutions. If a value does not satisfy a con-
straint, it is rejected, whereas a preference does not lead to
rejection. The constraint propagation aims at getting rid of any
value in a candidate set that does not satisfy a constraint, but
may not narrow down the possibilities to unique values. In such
a situation, preferences can be used to select a particular value
from the available candidates, thus initiating a new constraint
propagation to narrow down other candidate sets accordingly.
If this still leaves some sets over-populated (having more candi-
dates than is required), further preferences, if available, can be
applied. Note that preferences can be viewed as weak con-
straints. Their purpose is to steer the resolution process to a
more suitable direction without actually committing to it. How
often preferences are needed really depends on the complexity
of the input sentences and the states of the knowledge bases.

The initial information extracted from noun phrases NP (see
Section 7.2) is all in the form of constraints. However, we have for-
mulated a small number of generalisations about references within
sentences in a two-source setup, and these regularities can con-
tribute further information for the reference resolution process, if
stated as constraints or preferences. There is space here to present
only a few representative heuristics; a more detailed discussion
can be found in [22]. All of these rules are relatively tentative,
and our central proposals about two-source references do not cru-
cially depend on the correctness of their content, but they illustrate
the way in which further observations about source and references
can be used uniformly.

8.2. Constraints

Our illustrative example of a linguistic constraint relies on a
small amount of syntactic information about the NP. For this, we
adopt a fairly conventional analysis of NP structure in English
(e.g., [21]).
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In a phrase like ‘‘the blue nissan car in the corner of the screen”,
‘‘car” is the head noun, and all the other substructures constitute
modifiers, either pre-modifiers (before the head noun) or post-mod-
ifiers (after the head noun). Where a noun such as ‘‘nissan” is used
as a modifier just before a head noun in an adjective-like role, it is a
classifier.

The mapping relation between screen entities and domain enti-
ties is not used symmetrically in linguistic expressions. For exam-
ple, in our sample car-sales application, it would be natural to say
that ‘‘a square represents a car”, but not to say that ‘‘a car represents
a square”. This asymmetry restricts the use of head nouns. Intui-
tively, a screen entity, such as a square, can be referred to by a
head noun naming its screen source, such as ‘‘squares”, or by a word
naming the source of the domain entity it represents, such as ‘‘card”
(where subscripts s or d indicate the source we are postulating.)
However, a domain entity such as a car cannot be referred to by
a head noun naming the corresponding screen source; that is, it
is very odd to refer to a car as a ‘‘squares”. We can summarise this
pattern by Rule 1.

RULE 1. If the head noun of a phrase unambiguously names a
screen predicate, then the intended referent of the phrase must be
a screen entity.

Sentences which violate this rule sound unacceptably
strange; for example, in our example application, ‘‘*buyd the
icons” and ‘‘*is the squares cheapd?”. (Of course, ‘‘buy the icon”
would be acceptable in an application where the domain of
discussion was icons rather than cars, but that would be ‘‘buyd

the icond”.)
Where the head noun unambiguously denotes a screen object

(as in Rule 1), it seems that the modifiers must denote only screen
attributes. For example, while phrases like ‘‘a reds icons” and ‘‘a
smalls circles” are meaningful expressions, phrases like ‘‘*the
expensived icons” and ‘‘*every larged squares” (where non-screen
modifiers combine with a screen head noun) do not sound
felicitous.

In contrast, if the head noun is from the domain (so not covered
by Rule 1), there is no strong restriction on modifiers. So, phrases
like ‘‘the expensived card ins the corners”, ‘‘the reds card”, ‘‘a smalld
saloond” are all acceptable.

However, there are exceptions. A domain word acting as the
classifier component can sometimes be so closely bonded to the
head noun denoting a fairly general screen class that the whole
phrase is still meaningful in that combination; for example, ‘‘the
Nissand icons”. The reason could be that the classifier component is
not functioning as a modifier in this case, but helping to form a
compound head noun. We have not found any clear generalisations
regarding classifier modifiers.

If, as suggested above, the modifiers are screen words/phrases,
it follows they can describe only screen entities; hence, Rule 2:

RULE 2. If the head noun of a phrase N unambiguously names a
screen predicate then, when computing a described entity pair
assignment for N, non-classifier modifiers of N can be true only
of screen entities.

Both our rules so far cover situations where the head noun
unambiguously names a screen predicate, so we can combine them
as the screen head noun rule:

RULE 3. (Screen head noun rule) If the head noun of a phrase unam-
biguously names a screen predicate, then:
– the intended referent of the phrase must be a screen entity,
3 We have used the wording ‘‘probably” to emphasise that this is a preference
rather than a constraint.
– the non-classifier modifiers must be true of screen enti-
ties (in defining possible described entity pairs for the
phrase).
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As stated, we have devised a small number of preferences relat-
ing to allocation of source to words or phrases. It is recognised that
at present we have relatively little data to work from in creating
these, and they are based mainly on intuitive analogies with other
linguistic contexts. It is possible that study, e.g., of dialogues in de-
sign contexts would provide further guidance; but it is also possi-
ble that the preferences depend on various factors that vary by
context, making such a comparison misleading. It is not easy to
say how far, if a system of the kind we propose were to gain wide-
spread use, our preferences might have to be extended to cope
with new kinds of phenomena, or indeed with the ways in which
users of the system might adapt or change their existing linguistic
preferences. The proposals here are intended merely to be illustra-
tive of the kinds of preferences that we expect to be appropriate for
this type of system, rather than absolutely accurate empirically.

8.3.1. Semantic types
We organise semantic entities into a hierarchy of types, where

near the top there are three major classes: those which are solely
domain types (e.g., car), those which are solely screen types (e.g.,
icon) and those which appear in both (e.g., colour). As well as being
useful in various ways during semantic processing, this can be used
to help determine the source of words in cases where the word is
ambiguous between screen and display (for example, with colours
or sizes).

The first observation is based on our intuitions together with
observations made in the literature about the construction of refer-
ring expressions which in some way parallel a preceding phrase.
Ritchie [44] suggests that where an adjective pre-modifies an ana-
phoric ‘‘one”, it is more acceptable if it is directly comparable to the
corresponding adjective in the antecedent phrase:
– ‘‘That is a red bottle and this is a blue one.”

– ‘‘This is a wine bottle and that is a whisky one.”

– ?? ‘‘That is a red bottle and this is a whisky one.”

Levelt, in reviewing psycholinguistic studies, observes that ‘‘the
speaker apparently contrasted the new referent object with the previ-
ous one” [33], and Gatt [18] argues that when describing more than
one object, there is a natural tendency to use the same ‘‘perspec-
tive”, to increase coherence.

In our illustrative application, we suggest that in a phrase such
as ‘‘is the upholstery in the red car blue?” it is most natural to assume
that the two colour words ‘‘red” and ‘‘blue” are either both screen
attributes or both domain attributes; to mix sources here would
be slightly perverse (though not impossible – this is a preference,
not a constraint, and could in practice be overridden by pragmatic
considerations).

We have therefore formulated the following rule:

RULE 4. (Same Type Rule) If two words in the same sentence have
the same semantic type (i.e., if there is a concept in the hierarchy
which directly dominates both), then they probably have the same
source.3
8.3.2. Structural parallelism
A closely related proposal is that where two phrases in a sen-

tence have analogous structure, corresponding elements in those



Table 2
All the constraints raised from (3)

Con1 domain(Sde12) Con2 domain(Sde22)
Con3 screen(Sde23) Con4 same_source(Sde23, Sir1)
Con5 blue(DE11) Con6 car(DE12)
Con7 red(DE21) Con8 car(DE22)
Con9 right_of(DE23,IR1) Con10 removable(IR2)
Con11 have_source(DE11,Sde11) Con12 have_source(DE12, Sde12)
Con13 have_source(DE21,Sde21) Con14 have_source(DE22, Sde22)
Con15 have_source(DE23,Sde23) Con16 have_source(IR1, Sir1)
Con17 have_source(IR2,Sir2) Con18 related(DE11, DE12)
Con19 related(DE11,IR1) Con20 related(DE12, IR1)
Con21 related(DE21,DE22) Con22 related(DE21, DE23)
Con23 related(DE21,IR2) Con24 related(DE22, DE23)
Con25 related(DE22,IR2) Con26 related(DE23, IR2)
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structures will be from the same source. For example, in the sen-
tence ‘‘Delete the small car to the right of the expensive car” the
pre-modifiers ‘‘small” and ‘‘expensive” are in comparable positions,
and we suggest that they therefore are likely to have the same
source.

RULE 5. (Same Position Rule) If two words are at the same position
within two phrases, and the two phrases have the same structure,
then the two words probably have the same source.

The criteria for defining two phrases as having the same struc-
ture are: they have the same type of head noun, and either they both
have post-modifiers, or neither has.

In some cases, both the Same Type Rule and the Same Position
Rule may apply (e.g., example in Section 9).

9. A worked example

We will work through the input sentence (3) to demonstrate
how constraint solving is used in our system.

(3) ‘‘delete the red car at the right of the blue car”

The MRL expression for this sentence has a structure whose
nesting is analogous to the syntax of 3; that is, the representation
of ‘‘the blue car” is a substructure inside a large representation of
‘‘at the right of the blue car”, which in turn is a subpart within the
representation of the whole phrase ‘‘the red car at the right of the
blue car”. Finally, the representation of the phrase forms the argu-
ment to the operation denoted by the verb ‘‘delete”.

In the following account of the CSP variables generated from
this, variables with names DE** are what we called ‘‘described en-
tity variables”, ranging over entities, and variables called Sde** are
to be bound to sources of described entity variables. Variables with
names of the form IR* and Sir* represent an intended referent
and its source, respectively.

The portion of MRL corresponding to ‘‘the blue car” gives rise
to two DE variables, DE11 (from blue) and DE12 (from car),
and two corresponding source variables Sde11, Sde12. Following
the procedure sketched in Section 7.2, there are these constraints:
blue(DE11), car(DE12), have_source(DE11,Sde11), have_source(-
DE12,Sde12), and related(DE11,DE12). Also for this phrase, there
is a variable for the intended referent, IR1, and its source,
Sir1, with constraints have_source(IR1,Sir1), related
(DE11,IR1), related(DE12,IR1) (see Section 7.2 for the rationale
for these).

The phrase ‘‘the red car” gives rise to a similar set of variables
DE21, DE22, Sde21, Sde22, IR2 and Sir2, with an analogous
set of constraints.

The prepositional phrase ‘‘at the right of” is regarded as using
the intended referent of the embedded phrase ‘‘the blue car” to
add descriptive information to the NP whose core is ‘‘the red car”;
that is, it contributes to defining the described entities for that lar-
ger phrase. This arrangement is not obvious, but it seems to cap-
ture the idea that ‘‘at the right of” has to take a spatial location as
its argument (at the referential level), but the whole adjunct ‘‘at
the right of the blue car” is part of the semantic content (i.e.,
descriptive material) for the larger NP. This perspective leads to
a constraint right_of(DE23,IR1), where DE23 is a further variable
generated for the right_of predicate, standing for whatever en-
tity is to the right of IR1 (in keeping with the procedure of Section
7.2). Similarly, the verb ‘‘delete” depicts a ‘‘removable” attribute of
the intended referent (represented by variable IR2 here) of the
whole phrase ‘‘the red car at the right of the blue car.” This raises
the constraint removable(IR2).

The set of constraints produced from the whole NP is shown in
Table 2.
We have adopted Mackworth’s AC-3 consistency algorithm
[34], which achieves node and arc consistency within the network
of constraints. If we assume the relevant knowledge bases contain
the information summarised in Fig. 2, then Table 3 shows the re-
sults after applying this algorithm. In this example, when network
consistency is achieved, not every variable has the right number of
candidates (i.e., one) in its candidate set (see the column ‘‘after AC-
3” in Table 3). Therefore, it is appropriate to try to apply prefer-
ences. In the phrases ‘‘the blue car” and ‘‘the red car”, the modifiers
‘‘blue” and ‘‘red” meet the conditions of the Same Type Rule and of
the Same Position Rule, both of which indicate a preference for
these items to have the same source. The system therefore selects
{screen} as the value for Sde11. After applying the preference, the
network needs to reapply the consistency algorithms, which re-
sults in the solution shown in the last column of Table 3.

All of the above ideas have been tested in an implementation
which, although primarily an exploratory testbed, embeds the con-
straint mechanism in a relatively realistic multi-modal environ-
ment [22]. In this, the mechanism achieves its task of identifying
potential referents for NPs.

10. Conclusions

We have provided a formalisation of a form of metonymic ref-
erence that is very basic and limited, but does occur naturally in
a certain type of applications. The formal account centres on a
set of definitions which systematically relate the linguistic seman-
tic content of a noun phrase to a set of potential symbolic referents,
and which can be framed succinctly in terms of constraints impos-
ing equivalences between abstract referent candidates. Providing a
route to a set of potential referents allows existing computational
mechanisms (e.g., inference) to be applied. We have also proposed
some filtering heuristics which are specific to phrases that may re-
fer in this indirect way.

An obvious extension is to see whether these ideas can be used in
other, more general, forms of metonymy, and if so, how. Even within
our limited application, there is scope for further improvement:

(i) There may be other generalisations about source-ambiguous
forms (or even more general metonymic phrases) which
could be added to the set of constraints.

(ii) A wider range of linguistic constructs could be covered. For
example, anaphora, including reflexive pronouns, could be
more thoroughly explored.

(iii) The heuristics used in the constraint-solving are mainly
based on our intuition and experiments on a very small
number of test dialogues. It would be beneficial to have a
multimodal dialogue corpus upon which heuristics could
be tested and on which further generalisations could be
based. Statistical methods or machine learning approaches
might be useful for gathering relevant data.



Table 3
The candidate sets of variables in Table 2 during constraint satisfaction

Variable Initial candidates Candidates after NC After AC-3 After preference

Sde11 {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen}
Sde12 {screen, domain} {domain} {domain} {domain}
Sde21 {screen, domain} {screen} {screen} {screen}
Sde22 {screen, domain} {domain} {domain} {domain}
Sde23 {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen}
Sir1 {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen, domain} {screen}
Sir2 {screen, domain} {screen} {screen} {screen}
DE11 {*} {car1, icon3} {car1, icon3} {icon3}
DE12 {*} {car1,car2, car3} {car1, car3} {car3}
DE21 {*} {icon1, icon2} {icon1, icon2} {icon1}
DE22 {*} {car1,car2, car3} {car1, car2} {car1}
DE23 {*} {*} {icon1, car2} {icon1}
IR1 {*} {*} {car1, icon3} {icon3}
IR2 {*} {icon1,icon2,icon3} {icon1, icon2} {icon1}

{*} = {car1, car3, icon3, icon1, icon2, car2}; NC = node consistency.
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(iv) Mapping relations are used during the resolution of refer-
ence, but they are assumed not to be mentioned by the user
in the dialogues. For example, the sentence ‘‘which car is rep-
resented by a blue icon?” is not considered, although it could
plausibly be used in an interaction.

(v) The problem addressed in this paper assumes that there are
only two sources, the domain and the screen. The question
arises – could there be more than one source? We have
not encountered any such situation, so it is hard to be sure
what the correct generalisation would be in such a case.
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